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We’re halfway through 2009 and it’s time for a 2nd Quarter Update. Basically, therapy
for me, and hopefully a fun diversion for you, dear long-suffering reader.
Time keeps slipping into the future. The boys keep on having birthdays

Flowers continue to bloom.
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And Ri is back from India baking yummy stuff and the weight is creeping back on. Like
the waxing and waning of the moon. While she was gone, I never ate bread and I lost so
much weight I had to carve a new hole in my belt. And now I refuse to give that up. But
look at that bread, and the look on her face. Who could resist! So, like the fellow in that
“belt tightening” commercial, I am suffering, but refuse to loosen an evertightening belt.
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Fires break out here like clockwork, and fill the sky with menace.

And, of course I am still taking pictures of anything. Can you guess what this is?
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Right before I took the above picture on frame 60, I was shooting the rainbow around the
sun on frame 54, and some people stopped and squinted into the sky and asked me what I
was doing. Taking a picture of the circle around the sun, says I. They couldn’t see it
though, try as they might. I even lent them my sunglasses, but still nothing. They looked
at me funny and strode purposefully away. Some people have eyes, but they cannot see.
I mean, that circle is there, isn’t it?

But I didn’t care as they hustled away with anxious backward glances, as I had already
wandered off and was peering into a plant. On frame 56, having passed our sun and
escaped our system, I was streaking through the cosmos at incredible speeds.
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With all the walking I did while Ri was away, I am able to set quite a pace now and find
myself alone while hiking. So, I dawdle and take pictures - always with those tensions,
holding my breath for steadiness, searching for that elusive shot, choosing between black
and white or color.
Should I shoot a floating leaf in black and white…

or in color?
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Black and white….

Or color….
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Black and white…

Or color

You get the idea.
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Time in nature should be spent on careful observations, both without and within. Like,
while on the subject of leaves, why does this leaf’s shadow (seen to the right, below) look
so very different than the leaf? How can a straight stem cast a round shadow?

And how does a sharp triangular point cast a fern-like shadow?
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Perhaps it is an effect similar to that seen when observing an eclipse through a pinhole?
Light shining through a pinhole usually falls as a round dot of light, but that spot of light
coming through the pinhole turns into a crescent when the sun is being eclipsed.
While on the subject of shadows, mostly I see just a happy traveler, waving to my friends

And at other times I see the naturalist. One of my earliest papers was on lichenometry, or
telling how long a rock surface has been exposed by the size of certain lichen species
growing on it. In theory, I could tell the date when this trail was cut through this rock by
the size of this lichen, once, that is, I established that species’ growth rate by careful
measurement of many lichens on many surfaces of known age, like gravestones.
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As some of you know we are battling dark forces here. And sometimes when my mood
is dark, so too becomes the forest. The roots of trees turn into serpents writhing above
and below the surfaces of ink black pools

The woods darken, and close in, and danger lurks in the shadows.
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The simple rhythm of life, as a plant returns to the soil, alarms and repels.

A dead limb hanging above SB speaks volumes about spoiled and faded dreams.
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A quiet pool so often used for relaxation

becomes the realm of howling rock monsters which drive me deeper into the forest.
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A favorite resting spot, worn smooth and comfortable by many visitors,

becomes instead a mass of tortured, clutching roots on its unvisited and shadowed side
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And my shadow too starts changing shape, from benign, to sinister, as I peer within at the
dark forces welling up inside me.

And as my thoughts stray towards the dark side, my shadow reveals a beast.
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A skulking beast in a tortured world.

At first it feels good, the power of this beast. How else can a mere mortal battle dark
forces without himself becoming inhuman? Haven’t our countless movie heroes, after
trying to win fair and square, eventually employed the bad guys’ tactics? Isn’t the fight
between Lycans and Vampires a fair fight because each is a merciless beast?
But I am a man of reason and peace and do not yield to the dark forces battling within
and without. A noble search for truth will see us through – it must.
And so I try to find myself again.
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An image slowly starts to form

And eventually I find me. Ahh, there I am now. At peace, in quiet nature. A burbling
brook, blue sky, chirping birds. What could be better?
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Having conquered the welling beast within, I return to my idylls. I can report that a new
search is on for that “certain” image.
The fruits of hiking are well known. Like the accomplishments. And the views.

But what about the hike itself? What image will capture the essence of a “trail?” That
sense of wonder - like wondering what is around the bend ahead – which urges us on.
I’ve tried it in color, but this one is more the rewards of hiking, not the magnetic draw.
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Black and White seems to be best at reducing anything to its prime, and I think we’ve
looked at this picture below before. But this is more about choice. A fork in the road,
each way leading to the light. Which way to go? Well, that depends. Are you in a
hurry? Are you lost? Do you have a map? (Remember, according to Pete’s truism that
“Some Worry is Good,” you should have a map if there is the chance of getting lost.)

Perhaps just one of the openings says it best? Does this draw you forward?
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This one too leads towards the light.

As does this. Do they draw you forward?
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Should I try for vertical format to capture the thinning trail leading off towards……what?
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How about vertical format AND leading towards the light. Perhaps a great view ahead?

Anyway, none of these is the shot I seek, so I will keep on looking for it.
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This one surely does not work as the camera can not capture such extremes of light and
dark, but I’m relieved to see me back in form, the happy tourist in his own back yard.

Then it’s back to seeing things not noticed before, like this tree which has been undercut
by the stream and is holding up all these rocks with its roots. You can crawl under there
for a damp, mole’s eye view. See how lovingly that big white rock in front is being held.
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Ahhh. The rewards of hiking. A lovely view.

And a well-earned rest, having fought my way through and out of the shadows, fears
conquered, vision cleared, floating safely, if only for a while, far above the battle ground.

Hope all is well with you.

Lots of Love, Peter
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